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Abstract
Fire disturbance has important ecological effects in many forest landscapes. Existing statistically based approaches can be
used to examine the effects of a fire regime on forest landscape dynamics. Most examples of statistically based fire models
divide a fire occurrence into two stages—fire ignition and fire initiation. However, the exponential and Weibull fire-interval
distributions, which model a fire occurrence as a single event, are often inappropriately applied to these two-stage models. We
propose a hierarchical fire frequency model in which the joint distribution of fire frequency is factorized into a series of conditional
distributions. The model is consistent with the framework of statistically based approaches because it accounts for the separation
of fire ignition from fire occurrence. The exponential and Weibull models are actually special cases of our hierarchical model. In
addition, more complicated non-stationary temporal patterns of fire occurrence also can be simulated with the same approach.
We implemented this approach as an improved fire module in LANDIS and conducted experiments within forest landscapes of
northern Wisconsin and southern Missouri. The results of our experiments demonstrate this new fire module can simulate a wide
range of fire regimes across heterogeneous landscapes with a few parameters and a moderate amount of input data. The model
possesses great flexibility for simulating temporal variations in fire frequency for various forest ecosystems and can serve as a
theoretical framework for future statistical modeling of fire regimes.
© 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Disturbances such as fire are often key factors
driving the dynamics of forested landscapes in many
ecosystems such as boreal forests (Heinselman, 1970),
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coastal western chaparral shrublands (Keeley et al.,
1999; Moritz, 2003), and the northern and central
hardwood forests (Bormann and Likens, 1979; Guyette
and Larsen, 2000). Small and large fires of varying
intensity strongly affect species composition and age
distribution (Hough and Forbes, 1943). Fire creates
a mosaic of burned and unburned forest patches,
leaving complex heterogeneous patterns across the
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landscape. The resulting landscape heterogeneity can
further influence successional processes, which in
turn may affect the spatial spread of subsequent fires
(Turner and Romme, 1994). In this light, modeling
the temporal and spatial pattern of fire disturbance,
as well as the interaction between fire disturbance
and landscape heterogeneity, is very important for
understanding forest landscape dynamics.
A large variety of fire models have been developed to
examine the effects of fire regimes (e.g., fire frequency,
severity, and extent of disturbances) on the recovery of disturbed landscapes. Because different models
have varying purposes, applicable spatial and temporal extents, and levels of ecological detail, they use
different approaches to simulate fire occurrence, behavior and effects. Detailed reviews on the approaches
can be found in Albright and Meisner (1999), and
Gardner et al. (1999). Here we discuss only one family of these approaches, called statistically based approaches, that are often applied to forest landscape
simulations over large spatial and temporal domains.
Statistically based approaches use the distribution of
fire frequency and fire size, and estimates of the renewal rate of disturbed forests from fire history studies (e.g., Heinselman, 1973) to simulate a given fire
regime. The approaches have evolved from the theory of Weibull and exponential fire history models
(Van Wagner, 1978; Johnson and Van Wagner, 1985)
and are used in many models such as DISPATCH
(Baker et al., 1991), the model of Antonovski et al.
(1992), REFIRES (Davis and Burrows, 1994), FLAPX (Boychuk and Perera, 1997), ON-FIRE (Li et al.,
1997), LANDIS (He and Mladenoff, 1999), and LADS
(Wimberly et al., 2000). All these spatial models simulate fire ignition from certain probability distributions,
use fire probability to determine whether an ignition
can become an active fire, and randomly generate a
pre-defined fire size to simulate the extent of a given
fire occurrence. The distributions of fire frequency and
fire size are used to estimate fire probability and the
pre-defined fire size for the simulation of fire occurrence and spread, respectively. The main differences
among these models are that (1) the distributions used
to model fire frequency and fire size are different; and
(2) the way that fire probability is calculated varies.
For example, the fire frequency distribution in DISPATCH is uniform while the distribution in LADS is
Poisson, and the fire size distribution in LANDIS is

lognormal while the distribution in LADS is exponential.
The term ﬁre occurrence here refers to a detected
active fire that happens when the fire begins to spread
through the forest fuel complex as a surface fire or a
crown fire and emits significant amounts of smoke and
energy (Anderson et al., 2000). Some modelers use
the term ﬁre ignition to refer to fire occurrence, and
use other terms such as potential fire ignition (Davis
and Burrows, 1994) or fire source (Antonovski et al.,
1992) to refer to fire ignition as used here. No matter
what terms are employed in the models, the essence
of implementing a statistically based approach is to divide a fire occurrence into two consecutive events—fire
ignition and fire initiation (Li, 2000). Separating fire
ignition from fire occurrence helps to separate the abiotic factors influencing fire ignition such as climate,
topography, and human activities from the influences
on fire spread of biotic factors such as fuel accumulation and vegetation structure. Abiotic factors often stay
relatively stable in the statistically based fire regime
models, whereas biotic-related processes are typically
dynamic.
Although current statistically based fire regime
models have been successfully applied in various studies, they typically are not flexible enough to simulate the full range of fire regimes observed in forested
ecosystems. This is mainly because the modeling of
fire ignition and calculation of fire probability in these
models cannot fully account for the fire frequency
distribution of various fire regimes. Fire frequency distributions in these models are deduced from the exponential or Weibull model in fire history studies, in
which a fire occurrence is treated as one single event
rather than two events in fire regime models. It is, therefore, conceptually inaccurate to apply the exponential
or Weibull model directly into fire regime modeling.
Moreover, in statistically based fire regime models, including the current version of LANDIS (version 3.7),
there is a common mistaken practice of using the fire
hazard function provided by the exponential or Weibull
model as the fire probability function. Fire hazard is defined as the instantaneous rate of burning (Johnson and
Van Wagner, 1985). In discrete time, fire hazard, denoted as h(t), is the probability of fire in year t given
that a fire has not yet occurred (Clark, 1989). It represents a combination of the rate of ignition and the
probability of the fire spreading given the presence of
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ignition sources (McCarthy et al., 2001). On the other
hand, fire probability in fire regime models is the probability of a fire occurrence given the presence of an
ignition. It is determined primarily by the process of
fuel build-up, which is often assumed to be a function
of time since last fire. Thus, fire probability is different
from fire hazard. However, many fire regime models
assume that fire hazard equals fire probability. This often causes problems in model parameterization because
the discrepancy between fire hazard and fire probability is not properly accounted for in the calculation of
fire probability in these models.
In this study, we use the theory of hierarchical modeling and mixture distributions to model fire frequency.
Hierarchical modeling in statistics refers to modeling
a complicated process by a sequence of relatively simple models placed in a hierarchy (Casella and Berger,
2001). It is based on the fact that the joint distribution
of a collection of random variables can be decomposed
into a series of conditional models. That is, if A, B,
and C are random variables, we can write a factorization such as [A, B, C] = [A|B, C] [B|C] [C]. The notation [A] denotes the probability distribution of A; [A|B]
represents the conditional distribution of A given the
random variable B. Random variable A has a mixture
distribution, because the distribution of A depends on a
quantity B that also has a distribution. Because statistically based fire regime models simulate fire occurrence
as two consecutive stages, it is natural to use the theory of hierarchical modeling to model fire frequency
distribution as a mixture distribution.
The objectives of this study are: (1) to design a hierarchical fire frequency model that accounts for the
separation of fire ignition from fire occurrence; (2) to
implement the hierarchical model as an improved fire
module in LANDIS; and (3) to explore the potential of
the improved module to simulate a wide range of temporal patterns of various fire regimes on heterogeneous
landscapes.

2. Fire frequency models
2.1. Terms describing temporal patterns of ﬁre
regimes
The combination of certain aspects of fire disturbance, especially fire frequency, size, severity, and sea-
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sonality, may be used to characterize a fire regime. Here
we only clarify the terms that will be used in fire frequency models, that include fire frequency, fire interval, fire cycle, and mean fire size. Fire frequency is
the number of fires per unit time in a specific area
(Agee, 1993). The size of the specific area will affect fire frequency: larger areas will have a higher fire
frequency (Johnson and Van Wagner, 1985). The reciprocal of fire frequency is ﬁre interval, which is the
elapsed time between two successive fires in a specific
place (McPherson et al., 1990). Fire interval often is
modeled using a Weibull distribution or an exponential
distribution, a special case of the Weibull distribution
where the fire hazard is held constant (Johnson and
Van Wagner, 1985). Fire cycle is the number of years
necessary for an area equal to the entire area of interest to burn (Johnson and Van Wagner, 1985; Turner
and Romme, 1994). This definition does not imply that
the entire area would burn during a cycle; some sites
may burn several times, while others do not burn at
all. Fire cycle also is referred to as fire rotation (Agee,
1993). The distribution of fire size is usually difficult
to estimate. However, mean fire size also is a common
descriptor in the study of fire regimes, and the relationship among the size of study area (AREA), mean fire
size (MFS), mean fire frequency (MFF), and fire cycle
(FC) is depicted in the following equation (Boychuk et
al., 1997).
AREA = MFS × MFF × FC

(1)

2.2. Exponential model
If fire hazard is constant, then fire interval has an exponential distribution, and fire frequency is distributed
as a Poisson process (Van Wagner, 1978). Following
statistical conventions, random variables are denoted
by uppercase letters and their observed numerical values are denoted by lowercase letters. The probability
density function (PDF) of a random variable, such as
X, is denoted as fX (x), and its cumulative density function (CDF) is denoted as FX (x). The relational symbol
(∼) means “is distributed as”. We use U to denote the
number of fire occurrences per unit time in the study
area, and T to denote the time since last fire. U follows Poisson distribution with parameter α. T then has
an exponential distribution with parameter β, which is
the inverse of α (Appendix A). The probability density
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function of U and T are Eqs. (2) and (3), respectively.
fU (u) =
fT (t) =

e−α αu

(2)

u!
1 −t/β
e
β

(3)

MFF is the expected value of U that equals α, and
mean fire interval (MFI) is the expected value of T that
equals β. Fire hazard is independent of time since last
fire and it equals 1/β, or α.
2.3. Weibull model
Fire interval is widely modeled as a Weibull distribution because it permits fire hazard to increase or
decrease with time since last fire (Johnson and Van
Wagner, 1985; Clark, 1989; Johnson and Gutsell, 1994;
McCarthy et al., 2001). The probability density function of time since last fire with parameters β and γ is
γ
γ
fT (t) = t γ−1 e(−1/β)t
(4)
β
The fire hazard function for the Weibull distribution
is
h(t) = (γ/β)t γ−1

(5)

When γ equals 1, fire hazard is then a constant 1/β,
and Eq. (4) becomes the same as Eq. (3). Hence the
exponential model is a special form of Weibull model.
There is no explicit distributional form for fire frequency when fire interval is modeled as a Weibull distribution. Instead, a fairly complicated renewal function,
denoted as R(t), is used to give the expected number of
fire occurrences during time (0, t) (Clark, 1989).
t
R(t) = F (t) +

R(t − x) d F (x)

(6)

0

2.4. Hierarchical ﬁre frequency model
Unlike the previous two fire-interval models, our
hierarchical fire frequency model divides a fire occurrence into two consecutive events—fire ignition and
fire initiation. A fire occurrence begins with an ignition
from an external heat source, that heats the forest fuel
complex up to its ignition temperature. Fire ignition
agents are either natural (lightning) or anthropogenic

(e.g., arson or accidental). A fire initiation event starts
with the ignition until a certain area whose size is equal
to the grain of the model is burned (Li, 2000). Whether
a fire ignition can result in fire initiation is dependent on
the fuel loading, fuel arrangement, and fuel moisture
content.
Let X denote the number of fire ignitions per unit
time in a specific area. X is a discrete random variable
and follows a Poisson distribution with the parameter,
intensity λ, that is the expected number of ignitions
per unit time (Cunningham and Martell, 1973; Van
Wagner, 1978; Anderson et al., 2000; Pennanen and
Kuuluvainen, 2002). The fire initiation process can be
modeled as a Bernoulli trial. Given x ignitions during
the unit time, we assume there exist x random variables
Yi (i = 1, 2, . . . , x) taking a value 1 if a fire ignition
results in fire initiation and 0 otherwise. Each Yi has
a Bernoulli distribution with the parameter fire probability (Pi ). The sum of these Bernoulli trials (i.e., fire
occurrence per unit time) is fire frequency (U). The
conditional distribution of U|X (conditional distribution of fire occurrence given the fire ignitions) primarily is determined by how we define the fire probability
function. If we assume fire probability (P) is independent of time since last fire, and constant across the fire
regime, then U|X follows a binomial distribution with
the parameters X and P, and U follows a Poisson distribution with the parameter λP (Appendix B). In this
case, the fire frequency distribution is identical to the
one in the exponential model, where fire hazard (α)
equals the product of fire ignition intensity (λ) and fire
probability (P). Hence our hierarchical fire frequency
model is consistent with previous fire frequency models, except that fire hazard is more accurately modeled
as the combination of ignition rate and fire probability.
Fire probability also can be a function of time since
last fire. Here the form of the fire probability function is
determined primarily by the fuel accumulation within
the ecosystem that can be estimated from data on the
rate of fuel accumulation and occurrences of fire. As
long as fire probability is not a constant, fire occurrence
is a complex heterogeneous Poisson process, whose
distribution is often difficult to explicitly formulate in
a single equation. However, this fairly complex process can be factorized into much simpler probabilistic
distributions as shown in Eqs. (7)–(10).
[U] = [U|X][X|λ][λ]

(7)
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[X|λ] ∼ Poisson(λ)
U|X =

X


Yi

(8)
(9)

1

[Yi |Pi ] ∼ Bernoulli(Pi )

(10)

3. Fire module in LANDIS
3.1. LANDIS overview
LANDIS is a spatially explicit and stochastic rasterbased model that simulates forest landscape change
over long time domains (101 –103 years) and large heterogeneous landscapes (103 –107 ha). The model currently operates on 10-year time step. It is designed to
model ecological dynamics and interactions of temporal processes such as succession, and spatial processes such as seed dispersal, disturbances, and forest
management (Mladenoff et al., 1996; Mladenoff and
He, 1999, Gustafson et al., 2000). In LANDIS, a large
landscape is stratified into several small relatively homogeneous fire regime units such as ecoregions or land
types where the meteorological, physical, and biological properties as well as ecological factors are uniform.
LANDIS simulates fire regime units based on their fire
cycles and statistics of fire sizes that are specified by the
users. Further details about the simulation of fire regime
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and its interactions with succession can be found in He
and Mladenoff (1999).
3.2. Fire module design
We incorporated the hierarchical fire frequency
model into LANDIS by dividing the fire process into
three stages: fire ignition, fire initiation, and fire spread.
For a given time step (i.e., 10 years), LANDIS first
generates the number of ignitions (X) in the given
fire regime unit from the Poisson distribution with the
parameter λ (i.e., average fire ignitions per decade).
For each ignition, LANDIS performs a Bernoulli trial,
whose result is denoted by Yi , with the parameter fire
probability Pi , whose value is determined by the time
since last fire of the ignited cell. If the ignition becomes
an initiation, LANDIS will select a pre-defined fire size,
denoted by Z, from a lognormal distribution with parameters µ and σ 2 to simulate fire spread (Fig. 1).
LANDIS uses a percolation algorithm similar to the
algorithms of Gardner et al. (1987), Clarke et al. (1994),
Hargrove et al. (2000), and Wimberly et al. (2000) to
simulate fire spread. Fires simulated by the percolation
algorithms spread from a burning cell to forested cells
in the cardinal directions (up, down, left and right).
These cells are entered into a priority queue in a random
order. The first cell in the queue has a higher priority
of fire spread. The fire will continue to spread until it
reaches its predetermined size. LANDIS does not allow
a forested site to be burned more than once within one

Fig. 1. The overview of the fire module design.
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time step, and non-active land types or ecoregions (e.g.,
roads, lakes) may serve as fuel breaks in the landscape.
Therefore, it is possible for a fire to be extinguished
prior to burning its predetermined size if the fire reaches
fuel breaks or newly burned sites. In a real landscape,
fires may spread across the boundaries of fire regime
units where the fire size distribution changes. When a
fire spreads into a different fire regime unit, the module
will simulate a new ignition. If the new ignition results
in an active fire, a new predetermined fire size will be
selected based on the fire size distribution for the new
fire regime unit.
For each fire regime unit, LANDIS needs to know
its size of area, fire cycle, mean fire size, and the standard deviation of fire size (DFS). Mean fire frequency
can be calculated using Eq. (1). Fire size follows a
lognormal distribution that is negatively skewed, consisting of many small fires and some rare large fires
(He and Mladenoff, 1999; Wimberly, 2002). The parameters µ and σ 2 can be derived from the MFS and
DFS:
µ = 2 log MFS − 21 log(DFS2 + MFS2 )

(11)

σ 2 = log(DFS2 + MFS2 ) − 2 log MFS

(12)

The fire probability function is essential to the distribution of fire frequency and hence very important
in determining the realism of fires simulated by LANDIS. Different forest ecosystems may have different
fire probability functions because of fuel accumulation. Our model uses Olson’s approach (Olson, 1963;
McCarthy et al., 2001), in that fuel accumulation is assumed as a constant rate of litter input and constant
decomposition of a proportion of the litter. Assuming
fire probability is proportional to fuel load, the change
in fire probability is given in the following equation,
where t is the time since last fire, and FC is the fire
cycle.
P(t) = 1 − e−t/FC

(13)

4. Experimental design and analysis
4.1. Case study landscapes
To demonstrate the capability of the LANDIS fire
module to simulate multiple fire regimes on hetero-

geneous landscapes at various spatial resolutions, we
applied the module to two landscapes with distinct
fire regimes. The first landscape is characterized by
2 forested ecoregions and 23 species of trees, and
is located in northern Wisconsin, USA (Fig. 2). The
area comprises more than 700,000 ha, of which the
pine barren ecoregion is about 90,000 ha and the
lakeshore ecoregion is about 150,000 ha. Non-forested
ecoregions (e.g., agriculture lands, lakes), shown as
background in the map, are treated as fuel breaks in the
simulation. Ecoregion boundaries are derived from an
existing quantitative ecosystem classification (Host et
al., 1996). This area is a largely forested, glacial region,
with little topographic relief. Dominant tree species include sugar maple (Acer saccharum), northern red oak
(Quercus rubra), eastern hemlock (Tsuga canadensis),
yellow birch (Betula alleghaniensis), paper birch
Betula papyrifera (B. papyrifera), quaking aspen
(Populus tremuloides), white pine (Pinus strobus), red
pine Pinus resinosa (P. resinosa), and jack pine Pinus
banksiana (P. banksiana) (Curtis, 1959).
The second landscape for our case study has eight
land types and four dominant species, and is located
in southern Missouri, USA. The study area is in the
Ozark Highlands Section (Kabrick et al., 2000), approximately 130,000 ha. The area is largely forested,
with white oak Quercus alba (Q. alba), post oak Quercus stellata (Q. stellata), black oak Quercus velutina
(Q. velutina) and scarlet oak Quercus coccinea (Q. coccinea) as the dominant species. Forest age structure is
relatively simple due to historical harvesting practices.
Topographic variation is high, with elevations ranging
from 140 to 410 m, and many slopes are greater than
30◦ . There are eight land types: private land, southwest slopes, northeast slopes, ridges or flat uplands,
upland drainages, mesic coves or bottoms, sites with
limestone, savannas, and glades (Fig. 3). Private land
is the collection of the sites where there is no national
forest; we include it in our study to allow fires to spread
across the entire forested landscape.
Historical fire regime statistics (FC, MFS, DFS)
for the fire regime units are interpreted from empirical studies in the Wisconsin and the Missouri regions
(Heinselman, 1973, 1981; Cleland et al., 1997; He and
Mladenoff, 1999; Gustafson et al., 2000; Shifley et al.,
2000; Guyette et al., 2002) (Table 1). Mean fire frequency (MFF) is calculated from Eq. (2). Fires in the
lakeshore ecoregion are very infrequent and fire sizes
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Fig. 2. Study region, location, and land types within the study area in northern Wisconsin.

Fig. 3. Study region, location, and land types within the study area in southern Missouri.
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Table 1
Characteristics of fire regimes of test landscapes for LANDIS simulations
Fire regime unit

Area (ha)

FC (years)

MFS (ha)

DFS (ha)

MFF (number per year)

Barren, WI
Lakeshore, WI
Private land, MO
Southwest slope, MO
Northeast slope, MO
Flat, MO
Savanna, MO
Updrain, MO
Lime, MO
Mesic, MO

87752
151200
57585
21054
18177
26141
255
3484
842
1189

100
800
300
415
415
415
10
415
415
415

400
2000
5.4
2.7
2.3
2.3
1.5
2.3
1.8
1.8

300
2000
1.8
1.8
1.8
1.8
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9

2.19
0.09
35.55
18.79
19.04
27.39
17
3.65
1.13
1.59

Table 2
Calibrated parameters of fire regimes for LANDIS simulations
Fire regime unit

Initial time-sincelast-fire (years)

Ignition density
(number per decade)

Input MFS (ha)

Input DFS (ha)

Barren, WI
Lakeshore, WI
Private land, MO
Southwest slope, MO
Northeast slope, MO
Flat, MO
Savanna, MO
Updrain, MO
Lime, MO
Mesic, MO

50
200
50
50
50
50
10
50
50
50

48
3.15
1520
1020
920
1300
350
210
46
61

500
3000
5.4
4.5
3.33
2.7
25
3
2.5
2.5

200
2000
1.8
1.8
1.8
1.8
7
0.9
0.9
0.9

tend to be very large, whereas fires in the barrens ecoregion are relatively frequent and fires tend to be smaller.
Fires in the land types of the Ozark region are very
frequent and fire sizes are very small.
4.2. Parameterization and simulation of ﬁre
disturbance
According to the dendrochronological study and
other historic records of fires of the two tested landscapes (He and Mladenoff, 1999; Guyette and Larsen,
2000), initial time-since-last-fire for the barrens and
lakeshore ecoregions in northern Wisconsin landscape
was set to 50 and 200 years, respectively; initial
time-since-last-fire for the land types in the Missouri
landscape was set to 50 years, except that it was set
to 10 years for savanna. The ignition rate for each
fire regime unit was held constant through simulation
time with the assumption that there were no changes
of climate and human dimensions. The input of mean
fire size was larger than the expected mean fire size

due to landscape fragmentation and configuration.
Simulation runs of northern Wisconsin were carried
out on a 328 × 535 grid of 200 m × 200 m cells for 400
years. Simulation runs of Missouri Ozark highlands
were carried out on an 1185 × 1207 grid of 30 m ×
30 m cells, for 300 years using the calibrated parameters (Table 2). The reasons for choosing different
resolutions of analysis of the two study areas were that:
(1) the ecoregions in northern Wisconsin are fairly
contiguous, which reduces the need for analyzing
fire spread at a finer resolution; and (2) an important
purpose of the excise was to demonstrate that the new
fire module in LANDIS can simulate forest landscape
dynamics at various spatial resolutions.
5. Results
5.1. Frequency and extent of ﬁre disturbance
Simulation results show distinct differences between the Wisconsin and the Missouri fire regime units
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Table 3
Simulated results of fire regimes from LANDIS simulations
Fire regime unit

MFF (number per year)

MFS (ha)

FC (years)

Error of MFF (%)

Error of MFS (%)

Error of FC (%)

Barren, WI
Lakeshore, WI
Private land, MO
Southwest slope, MO
Northeast slope, MO
Flat, MO
Savanna, MO
Updrain, MO
Lime, MO
Mesic, MO

2.24
0.095
38.34
19.39
19.22
26.59
18.23
3.67
1.15
1.47

390
1997
5.17
2.54
2.16
2.14
1.36
2.24
1.78
1.96

100
797
290
428
438
459
425
424
411
412

5.0
5.6
7.8
3.2
0.9
−3.0
7.2
0.5
1.8
−7.5

−2.5
−0.2
−4.3
−5.9
−6.1
−7.0
−9.3
−2.6
−1.1
8.9

0.0
−0.4
−3.3
2.9
5.1
9.6
2.4
2.1
−0.9
−0.6

in terms of mean fire frequency and mean fire size, as
expected (Table 3). The module also captures subtle
differences of fire pattern at the finer land type scale.
For instance, in Missouri, simulated mean fire size on
southwest slopes is slightly larger than on northeast
slopes, whereas simulated mean fire frequency is less
than on northeast slopes. After calibration, the percentage absolute errors of simulated MFS and MFF on the
fire regime units are very small (less than 10%), and
simulated fire cycles on the fire regime units are close
to the expected fire cycles (Table 3). Meanwhile, the
temporal dynamics of fire frequency exhibit high variability, reflecting the non-stationary behavior of fire
occurrences (Figs. 4 and 5). Although fire ignition is

simulated as a stationary process in our model (i.e., ignition rate is held constant during the simulation time),
the simulated fire occurrences on the tested landscapes
are still non-stationary because fire probability in our
model increases exponentially with time-since-last-fire
rather than being held constant.
5.2. Fire-spread behavior over heterogeneous
landscape
Simulated mean fire size for the lakeshore ecoregion seems to have a negative temporal autocorrelation
(Fig. 6), which suggests that if few fires occur for a
relatively long period, then there will be more suitable,

Fig. 4. Simulated fire frequency for barrens land type in northern Wisconsin and lakeshore land type in northern Wisconsin.
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Fig. 5. Simulated fire frequencies for the eight land types in southern Missouri.

contiguous fuel left in the lakeshore, resulting in large,
severe fires during the subsequent period. A similar
pattern also is found in the simulation results for the
relatively contiguous land types (e.g., Flat) in southern
Missouri (Fig. 7). This demonstrates that our module
can simulate the correlations between fire frequency
and fire size to some extent by having fires spread across
the patches with different time since last fire, thus different fire probabilities within a fire regime unit.
Another scale of landscape heterogeneity also affects fire spread—the spatial configuration of patches
of different fire regime units. In our simulations of
northern Wisconsin fires, fires initiated in the barrens
ecoregion often stop in the lakeshore ecoregion or at
the boundary of non-forest ecoregions, which serve as
fuel breaks. Fire occurrences in the lakeshore ecore-

gion are usually caused by fire spreading from the barrens ecoregion. Similar fire-spreading patterns occur in
the southern Missouri highlands, where land types are
highly dispersed. For example, only 35% of fires reach
their predetermined size completely within the southwest slope land type in the simulation; the other 65%
of the fires spread into other land types, especially the
northeast slope land type.
6. Discussion
6.1. Implications of the hierarchical ﬁre frequency
model
The hierarchical fire frequency model presented
here depicts fire frequency as a mixture distribution
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Fig. 6. Simulated dynamics of mean fire size (MFS) for barren and lakeshore land types in northern Wisconsin.

where parameters also follow relatively simple distributions. Although our model does not have an explicit
fire frequency distribution or fire-interval distribution
as do the exponential and Weibull models, it is more
flexible in that it can represent a wider range of fire
regimes than these other models. The exponential and
Weibull models are stationary in the sense that the
parameters are fixed and the sampling occurs from
a single fixed probability distribution assumed static
(Polakow and Dunne, 1999). On the other hand, our
hierarchical model incorporates variability about the
parameter estimates; hence it can be used to replicate
more complicated, non-stationary temporal patterns
of fire occurrence. Moreover, the hierarchical model
conceptually is consistent with statistically based fire
regime models, because it separates fire ignition from
fire occurrence as most of these models do. Therefore,
ours is a better model for application in statistically
based modeling of fire regimes than widely used exponential or Weibull fire-interval models.
6.2. Improvements in LANDIS ﬁre simulation
using the hierarchical ﬁre frequency model
The fire module implemented in LANDIS (version
4.0) is an application of our hierarchical fire frequency

model. The results of our experiments demonstrate this
new fire module can simulate multiple fire regimes
across heterogeneous landscapes with a few parameters and a moderate amount of input data. The simulated fire cycle, fire frequency distribution, and fire size
distribution are consistent with historical data on fire
occurrences. Compared to previous fire simulations using LANDIS 3.x, which applies the exponential model
to simulate fire occurrences, four major advances have
been achieved: (1) In earlier versions of LANDIS, the
fire algorithm fails to simulate fire regimes characterized by many small fires, and some applications of
LANDIS have had to artificially modify the fire algorithm to circumvent such limitations (e.g., Sturtevant et
al., 2004). As our results demonstrate, the new fire module can simulate a much wider range of fire regimes.
(2) Earlier versions of LANDIS assume fire hazard is
constant across the fire regime throughout the entire
simulation period. Results attained from these versions
simulated stationary temporal patterns of fire disturbance (He and Mladenoff, 1999). However, even fire
ecologists who utilize the exponential model assess fire
frequency in terms of temporally distinct epochs and
recognize the variability in the parameters for fire frequency distribution (Johnson and Gutsell, 1994; Reed
et al., 1998). The new LANDIS fire module simulates
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Fig. 7. Simulated dynamics of mean fire size for the eight land types in southern Missouri.

fire probability as increasing with fire interval, and
hence can simulate non-stationarity of temporal patterns of fire disturbance. (3) Our new fire module is
able to simulate subtle differences among multiple fire
regime units within a large landscape, which are often
hard to simulate in earlier versions of LANDIS due
to the difficulty in parameterization. For instance, simulated mean fire size on southwest slopes is slightly
larger than on northeast slopes; this is consistent with
the fact that prevailing winds in the Ozark highlands are
southerly and strongest in the spring season (Kabrick
et al., 2000). (4) The new fire module captures more realistic fire-spread patterns than do previous approaches
that use only one distribution of fire size for the entire
landscape. From the simulation results, we observe that
if few fires occurred in some decades, then the subse-

quent fires tend to be larger and more intense (unpublished data), and that fires often extinguish near the
boundaries of less flammable fire regime units. This
is consistent with empirical observations by Bergeron
(1991) on the influence of island and lakeshore landscapes on boreal fire regimes.
6.3. Further research needs
The new LANDIS fire module assumes ignition density is uniform within a fire regime unit without explicitly considering the effects of human population, site,
topography, and vegetation. A generalized linear mixed
model (GLMM) can be used to describe temporal and
spatial distributions of ignition density (Diaz-Avalos et
al., 2001). The module also assumes fire probability

J. Yang et al. / Ecological Modelling 180 (2004) 119–133

increases exponentially with the time-since-last-fire.
This assumption may not be valid for forest ecosystems different from those selected (McCarthy et al.,
2001). A model of fire probability with respect to fuel
loading and weather conditions can be incorporated
into the module. Such future work will allow us to
model fire regimes more dynamically with fewer predetermined fire regime statistics required as inputs to
the module; simulated fire cycle and fire size will be
emergent properties of the simulations rather than predetermined inputs.
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Appendix A. Relation between poisson process
and exponential process
We use U to denote the number of fire occurrence
per year, and T to denote the time since last fire. If U
follows Poisson distribution with parameter α, then T
has an exponential distribution with β = 1/α.
Proof. The cumulative distribution function for T is
given by
FT (t) = Pr[T ≤ t] = 1 − Pr[T > t]
Pr[T > t] is the probability of having the first fire occurring after time t, which means no fire occurrences
in the time interval [0, t]. Let W denote the number of
fire occurrences in this time interval. W is a Poisson
process with parameter αt. Thus
Pr[T > t] = Pr[W = 0] =
By substitution we obtain
FT (t) = 1 − e−αt

e−αt (αt)0
0!

= e−αt
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Because the PDF is the derivative of CDF for a continuous random variable
1
fT (t) = FT (t) = α e−αt = e−t/β
β
This is the PDF for an exponential random variable
with β = 1/α.


Appendix B. A special case of hierarchical ﬁre
frequency model
When both ignition rate and fire probability are constant, fire ignition is a Poisson process with λ, conditional distribution of fire occurrence given fire ignition
is binomial with X and P, i.e.,
[X|λ] ∼ Poisson(λ)
U|X ∼ Binomial(X, P)
Then the mixture distribution of fire occurrence becomes a Poisson distribution with λP.
Proof. The PDF of discrete random variable U (fire
frequency) is
fU (u) = Pr[U = u] =

∞


Pr[U = u, X = x]

x=0

(definition of marginal distribution)

=

∞


Pr[U = u|X = x] Pr[X = x]

x=0

(definition of conditional distribution)
 


x
e−λ λx
u
x−u
=
p (1 − p)
,
x!
u
x=u
∞


(conditional probability is 0 if x < u)
where we substitute PDFs of binomial and Poisson distribution into the expression. If we now simplify this
expression, we get
fU (u) = Pr[U = u] =

∞
(λp)u e−λ  ((1 − p)λ)x−u
u!
(x − u)!
x=u
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=
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∞
(λp)u e−λ  ((1 − p)λ)t
u!
t!

(change of variable)

t=0

=

=

(λp)u e−λ (1−p)λ
e
u!
(Maclaurin series for exponential function)
(λp)u −λp
e
u!
therefore

(a kernel for a Poisson distribution),

[U] ∼ Poisson(λp)
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